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Abstract
Wool is well suited to make clothes that are warm even in moist environ-
ments. In order to fully exploit the potential in wool it is important to un-
derstand the mechanisms in the wool fibre structure when it interacts with
moisture. The atomic force microscope (AFM) is well suited for studying
micro scale samples in moist conditions.
In this thesis, AFM techniques best suited to study the structure of wool
fibres, and the response of wool fibres to moisture have been investigated.
The wool fibres were studied dry and moistened, both the exterior and
the internal structure. When the wool fibre was moistened the internal
structure changed, not so much for small amounts of water, where it only
looked bloated, but quite profoundly when submerged in water. Then the
macrofibrils could no longer be recognized and the microfibrils had swollen.

Sammendrag
Ull er godt egnet til å lage klær som er varme også i fuktige omgivelser.
For å utnytte potensialet i ull fullt ut er det viktig å forstå mekanismene
som finner sted i ullstrukturen når den utsettes for fuktighet. Atomkraft-
mikroskopet (AFM) er godt egnet til å studere prøver på mikroskala under
fuktige omgivelser.
I denne oppgaven, blir AFM teknikker for å studere strukturen til ullfi-
bre, og hvordan ullfibre oppfører seg i forbindelse med fuktighet studert.
Ullfiberene har blitt studert ved tørre og fuktige omgivelser, både utside
og tverrsnitt. Når ullfibrene ble fuktet ble det funnet at strukturen endret
seg. Ikke så mye for små mengder vann, da så den bare oppsvulmet ut,
men nedsunket i vann kunne ikke makrofiblrilene gjenkjennes lenger og
microfibrilene hadde utvidet seg.
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1 Introduction 1
1 Introduction
This masters thesis is a part of the ColdWear project1. This project aims to
provide the knowledge and scientific background needed to make smart
work clothes for the High North.
In the effort of improving clothing for extreme conditions it is important
to understand how the utilized material functions and reacts to changes in
the surroundings. The fabric properties of the clothing affects the tempera-
ture and moisture distributions and thereby comfort of the clothing [1]. In
order to obtain this knowledge it is necessary to study the structure of the
material.
Wool has a reputation of keeping the wearer warmer than other textiles,
it also has the most complex structure of all the textile fibers [2]. It is this
structure, how moisture affects it, and how to study this that is studied in
this thesis.
The atomic force microscope is a non destructive technique that can be
applied multiple times to the same sample. It is flexible when it comes to the
environment surrounding the sample, which is a great advantage, when the
effect of moisture is investigated. In addition the atomic force microscope
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2 Atomic force microscope
The atomic force microscope (AFM) is a scanning probe microscope (SPM).
It has a small probe with which it scans the surface of the sample while
monitoring the interaction forces between the sample and the probe. By
adjusting the distance between probe and sample and thereby keeping the
interaction force constant, the topography of the sample is recorded.
The AFM can scan structures of dimensions down to some nanometers,
having a scan range up to about 100 microns. Figure 2.1 displays how the
AFM compares to other normally used imaging techniques.
Figure 2.1: Length scale comparison of different imaging techniques. Only AFM and pro-
filing gives Z-resolution. [3]
As can be seen from figure 2.1 transmission electron microscope (TEM)
and scanning electron microscope (SEM) are the only alternatives in the
highest resolution area. Both of these techniques demand high vacuum con-
ditions. In addition the SEM requires a conducting sample surface, and the
TEM requires samples that are maximum 100 nanometers thick at the area
of interest and can only image areas of maximum 0.6 mm2 [4]. These sample
preparations can damage or change the sample and prevent further inves-
tigations with other techniques. The AFM is much more flexible when it
comes to imaging environment and sample preparations. It is normally op-
erated at ambient pressure, but it can also be operated in fluids or in other
controlled environments. The AFM is a non-destructive technique, the sam-
ple can usually be imaged as it is, as long as it can be mounted on the sample
holder.
This chapter is based on information from [3] and [5] if nothing else is
stated.
2.1 How it works
As mentioned the AFM scans the surface of the sample with a probe. This
probe consists of a cantilever supporting a very sharp tip. When the tip is in
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contact with the sample it will cause the cantilever to deflect. The deflection
of the cantilever is monitored by a laser directed onto the end of the can-
tilever from which it is reflected onto a photodetector. This photodetector
is divided into sections which makes it possible to determine the deflection
of the cantilever. When the cantilever is deflected a signal is sent to the z-
piezocontroller which then adjusts the height of the sample. The movement
of the z-piezo together with the scanner position will then make an image of
the surface. Figure 2.2 illustrates how the laser is reflected onto the detector
when the cantilever is deflected.
Figure 2.2: Photodetector arrangement, sections A and B are used to measure topography,
sections C and D are used in lateral force microscopy.
2.2 Hardware
In this section the main components of the AFM will be described. The AFM
can be seen in figure 2.3. The main parts are the head and the scanner. The
head holds the probe and measures the deflection of the cantilever, while
the scanner moves the sample.
As can be seen in figure 2.4 the head provides adjustment knobs for the
positioning of the probe over the sample, in addition to housing the detec-
tion system.
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Figure 2.3: The AFM.
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Figure 2.4: Mulitimode SPM head. 1) Laser, 2) mirror, 3) probe, 4) tilt mirror, 5) photode-
tector.
2.2.1 Scanner
The scanner moves the sample and is thereby the limiting factor when it
comes to scan size and height range of the image. Typical scan dimensions
varies from 0.4 µm × 0.4 µm in the horizontal plane and 0.4 µm vertically to
200 µm × 200 µm in the horizontal plane and 8.0 µm vertically. The scanner
consists of five piezoelectric parts, one that controls the Z-axis, and two for
each of the the X- and Y-axis. The construction of the scanner is illustrated
in figure 2.5.
The scanned z-range is limited to half the range of the piezo in each di-
rection. That means that after engagement between the tip and the sample,
can the sample be scanned half the z-range upwards and half the z-range
downwards.
During scanning the sample is moved in a raster pattern with one fast
scan axis and one slow scan axis. This is illustrated in figure 2.6. The fast and
slow axes can be rotated relative to the X- and Y-axes, without any rotation
the X-axis is the fast scan axis.
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Figure 2.5: Typical scanner piezo tube and electrical configurations for X, Y and Z move-
ment.
Figure 2.6: To the left is the signal output for driving the X and Y piezo elements and to the
right is the resulting raster scan pattern.
2.2.2 The probe
The probe consists of a cantilever suspending an atomically sharp tip. Fig-
ure 2.7 shows two different types of probes, one with a triangular shaped
cantilever and one with a straight cantilever. In figure 2.8 the realistic ideal
design of a tip can be seen.
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Figure 2.7: Two types of cantilevered probes, silicon nitride (left) and crystalline silicon
(right).
Figure 2.8: Theoretical shape of an etched silicon tip.
The shape of the tip limits the resolution of the scanned image and the
angle of slopes in the topography, as illustrated in figure 2.9 and 2.10.
Figure 2.9: Artifact due to the shape of the tip. The steepest slope that can be traced
properly has to be gentler than the corresponding tip angle.
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Figure 2.10: The difference between a sharp and a dull tip. The sharp tip reaches the
bottom, but not the corners, while the dull tip hardly reaches into the ditch.
The cantilever is normally made of silicon nitride or mono-crystalline sil-
icon [6]. The silicon nitride cantilevers are physically much more flexible
than the crystalline silicon cantilevers. There is a variety of probes to choose
from, different sizes, flexibilities and coatings, which is the better one de-
pends on the sample and operation mode. The tips can be extra sharpened
by electrochemical etching, ion milling and by placing a carbon nanotube
on the tip. Figure 2.11 displays tips resulting from different treatments.
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 2.11: Different tip preperations; a) normal tip, b) electrochemically etched tip, c) ion
milled tip, d) carbon nanotube mounted on the tip.
2.3 Operating modes
There are several ways to operate the AFM, including contact mode, non-
contact mode and tapping mode including phase imaging. In addition, the
different modes can be combined with a fluid cell which allows the sample
to be immersed in a fluid.
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2.3.1 Contact mode
This is the original AFM method where the probe is sliding over the sur-
face. In this mode there is a fairly strong interaction between the tip and
the surface. The tip is pressed down onto the sample in order to maintain
a constant deflection of the cantilever. Depending on the friction between
probe and sample there may be lateral forces that influence the image or
the sample. There is even a specialized technique based on measuring these
forces called Lateral Force Microscopy.
When operating the AFM in ambient environments there will be a con-
tamination layer consisting of water and miscellaneous hydrocarbons. The
probe will have to go through this layer in order to get in contact with the
sample, as illustrated in figure 2.12. When the probe is inside this layer
it will experience capillary forces that pull the probe towards the sample,
figure 2.13 displays a potential energy curve between probe and sample.
Sometimes the capillary forces may cause the probe to be trusted into the
sample causing damage to the sample, tip or both.
Because of the lateral forces and the capillary forces it can be very difficult
to image soft samples. In order to avoid these problems the non-contact
mode was developed. The non-contact mode scans the sample above the
contamination layer, taking advantage of the attractive van der Waals forces.
With this technique the resolution is much lower, and after the introduction
of tapping mode it is rarely used.
Figure 2.12: In ambient environments the tip has to pass through a contamination layer in
order to get in contact with the sample.
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Figure 2.13: Example of a potential energy diagram for probe and sample. The attractive
forces are mainly capillary forces due to the contamination layer.
2.3.2 Tapping mode
In tapping mode the cantilever is oscillated while scanning the sample, as
illustrated in figure 2.14. Because the tip is no longer dragged over the sur-
face there are no lateral forces and the oscillations ensures that the cantilever
has enough energy to break free of the contamination layer. This makes the
tapping mode suitable for soft samples and high resolution measurements.
Figure 2.14: Potential diagram showing the motion area of tapping mode to the left, and a
schematic illustrating the probe movement when scanning the sample to the right.
When the oscillating tip comes in contact with the sample it will affect
the amplitude, the resonant frequency and the phase of the cantilever os-
cillations. In addition to information about the topography, the phase can
give information about the material properties of the sample, this has been
utilized in [7] and [8]. The phase imaging technique is illustrated in figure
2.15. In figure 2.16 a tapping mode image and a phase mode image of the
same sample are displayed.
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Figure 2.15: By measuring the phase lag of the cantilever relative to the piezo drive signal
a phase image can be produced [9].
Figure 2.16: Both height image (left) and phase image (right) of a composite polymer
embedded in a uniform matrix. The high resolution of the phase image highlights the two-
component structure of the composite regions [9].
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2.3.3 Fluid cell
In order to take pictures of samples submerged in water, specially adapted
equipment is needed. The fluid cell provides a small container around the
sample and probe which can be filled with liquid. The fluid cell is made of
glass, it has an inlet and an outlet for the fluid and a groove for installing
an o-ring which encloses the fluid over the sample, see figure 2.17. The
glass allows the laser to be reflected from the cantilever without disturbance
from the unstable fluid surface. In some cases when the sample is very
hydrophobic is it possible to use the fluid cell without the o-ring, this would
eliminate potential drift problems due to the lateral forces between the o-
ring and the sample.
The fluid cell can be combined with both contact mode and tapping mode.
The operational principles are the same as in air. Because of the extra me-
chanical resistance in the fluid compared to air, the cantilever should have
a much lower resonance frequency than the cantilevers used in air.




Wool has some highly desirable properties when it comes to heat and mois-
ture management. It is known for the ability to keep the wearer warm even
though it is wet. These unique properties are a result of the complex struc-
ture of the wool fibre.
Up until now wool fibres have been studied with electron microscopy,
x-ray scattering and chemical methods for studying proteins. This has led
to a fairly good understanding of the internal structure of the fibre and its
properties [2], [10], [11]. Recently there has been some studies of the surface
properties, such as hardness and hydrophilicity, of the wool fibre, also in
connection to moisture [7], [12], [13] and [14]. There has also been some
studies of the cross section of the wool fibre [15], [16], but not with respect
to moisture.
This section is based on [2] unless otherwise stated.
3.1 Structure
The wool fibre has a very complicated structure compared to other textile
fibres. It consists of two main structures, the cortex consisting of protein α
-helices also called keratin, and the cuticle, an outer shell encapsulating the
cortex. The complete structure of wool is sketched in figure 3.1.
Figure 3.1: The structure of a wool fibre.
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Wool fibres consist of carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen and sulphur.
These are, except for a high sulphur level, normal constituents in proteins.
In addition to proteins the wool fibres contain lipids, both internal and ex-
ternal, the external lipids are known as woolgrease and are normally more
or less removed during scouring. Wool fibres have a diameter between 15-
40 µm and a length of up to 50 cm. The cross section of a wool fibre is an
approximate ellipse.
3.1.1 Cortex
The cortex amounts to 90% of the fibre. It consists of two types of cells, or-
thocortex and paracortex cells. Normally there are 60-90% orthocortex cells
and 40-10% paracortex cells. The paracortex cells contain the larger amount
of sulphur. Sulphur is the most important crosslinking agent in wool, which
means that the paracortex cells are tougher and more highly cross-linked
than the orthocortex cells. The cortex cells can be evenly distributed in the
cortex or they can be sectioned into two parts. When the cortex is sectioned
it results in a crimp where the paracortex cells always are situated at the in-
side of the crimp, as illustrated in figure 3.2. Fine wool types such as Merino
wool usually have a sectioned cortex.
Figure 3.2: Organization of para- and orthocortex cells in a sectioned wool fibre.
Both ortho- and paracortex cells consist of 5-20 macrofibrils containing
500-800 microfibrils. All of the fibril structures are embedded in their re-
spective matrix. Figure 3.1 gives an overview of the structure of a paracortex
cell.
3.1.2 Cuticle
The cuticle consists of scale-like cells wrapped around the cortex, each scale
is about 10-30 µm long and 400-800 nm thick. The scales partly overlap
each other and merge together. The cuticle cells consist of at least four lay-
ers: epicuticle, exocuticle and endocuticle layer as indicated in figure 3.1.
The resulting outer structure is displayed in figure 3.3. The different layers
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consist of different compositions of lipids, proteins and carbohydrates. The
endocuticle has the lowest sulphur level and is the most permeable layer.
It is the structure of the cuticle that is responsible for felting, which makes
wool fabrics very sensitive to laundering, if care is not taken they will shrink
considerably.
Figure 3.3: AFM height image of the outer structure of the hair of the author. The structure
of human hair closely resembles that of wool.
3.2 Moisture absorption
A measure of moisture absorption is moisture regain, which is defined by
Moisture regain =
mass of absorbed water
mass of dry fibre
. (3.1)
The moisture regain is dependent on the relative humidity, in figure 3.4
the moisture regain for wool with respect to relative humidity is displayed.
As can be seen in figure 3.4, moisture absorption followed with moisture
desorption creates hysteresis in the moisture regain.
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Figure 3.4: Moisture regain of wool with respect to relative humidity.
When a wool fibre absorbs moisture its physical properties change, which
again influences further absorption. It is therefore difficult to tell exactly how
the moisture is absorbed. There are several theories that try to explain this
process. Speakman [17] has a theory from 1944 based on how the water is
absorbed which fits very well with the experimental values. He divides the
absorption into three types,
a water binding to hydrophilic groups in the protein side chains,
b water attaching to the main chain of the proteins, replacing hydrogen
bounds,
c capillary condensation.
The last point however, are more likely to be water adhering to already
absorbed water in accordance to Peirce’s theory from 1929 [10]. The contri-
bution to the moisture regain from each type can be seen in figure 3.5. Type
b has the most effect on the rigidity of the fibre.
Wool expands radially when it absorbs water, up to 16.3%. The initial
increase in volume is less than the amount of water absorbed, whereas at
about 15% regain the volumes become additive. It can be argued that this
is because the initial water molecules fill up spaces in the protein molecules
causing only a small expansion. When these spaces are all filled up the
absorbed molecules will add more to the volume.
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Figure 3.5: Absorption of water divided in three types. a) Hydrophilic groups, b) replacing
hydrogen bounds, c) indirectly attached.
3.2.1 Heat of sorption
The amount of energy released when water is absorbed is described by the
differential heat of sorption. The differential heat of sorption H for wool















h1 and h2 are relative humidities and T1 and T2 are the corresponding tem-
peratures at constant regain. The energy released from 1.0 kg of some textile
material going from 40 to 80% relative humidity is listed in table 3.1. Wool
clearly releases the largest amount of heat.












In this section the sample preparations and imaging will be described. The
fibres have been studied in both air and water.
4.1 The samples
The samples are obtained from four different qualities of merino wool cloth.
They are all supplied from Janus. According to Janus, all of the samples are
Hercosett-treated. The Hercosett-treatment consists of a chlorine-treatment
which is neutralized with natriumbisulphite, followed by a nylon coating.
This process is a shrink proofing process which allows the garment to be
machine washed. According to [2], felting is prevented by scale masking
done by the polymer.
The different qualities and their properties are listed in table 4.1.
Table 4.1: Properties of the samples and the cloth from which they were extracted.






Both the outside and the cross-section of the fibres have been studied. In
order to image the samples in the AFM they have to be held steady onto the
scanner. This is achieved by attaching the samples to a metal disk of 0.9 cm
in diameter, which is then attached to the scanner by means of magnetism.
4.2.1 Imaging of wool fibre exterior
The standard way of attaching the sample is to use double sided adhesive
tape. This technique worked fairly well, but because of the crimp in the
fibres and the small size they easily rolled over when pressed down, and
were thereby contaminated by the adhesive. To avoid this, the adhesive was
split in two parts leaving a clean area where the sample was to be scanned.
This resulted in the fibre being suspended freely over the metal disk, but
not sufficiently stable to be scanned. The solution to this was to make a
disk where two opposing segments are slightly lower than the centre part,
see illustration in figure 4.1. This holder worked fairly well, but because of
the crimp in the fibres the adhesive was not enough to hold the fibres fully
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stretched. This was solved by adding an extra layer of adhesive over the
ends of the fibres.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.1: Modified sample holder disk (a), and sample mounting (b).
4.2.2 Cross-section imaging
In order to study the cross section of the fibres they have to be embedded
in a supporting “matrix” material. For imaging with the AFM the height
variations of the sample can be up to 5 µm, but it is very difficult to get a
good image if the entire z- range is in use.
Several possible techniques were tested. The fibres were embedded in
PDMS (silicone). One part was then cut with a razor blade and another was
broken after freezing in liquid nitrogen. The resulting cross sections were
imaged using SEM, the results can be seen in figure 4.2 and 4.3.
(a) Sample 432. (b) Sample 452.
Figure 4.2: SEM images of fibres embedded in PDMS and cut with a razor blade.
The SEM images clearly show that the fibres cut with a razor blade are
likely to get deformed and quite rough, it can also be seen that the PDMS
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(a) Sample 452 (b) Sample 410
(c) Sample 405 (d) Sample 432
Figure 4.3: SEM images of fibres embedded in PDMS and broken in liquid nitrogen.
is not evenly attached to the fibre, in some of the pictures there is a gap
between the fibre and the PDMS.
The fibres were also embedded in epoxy and broken in liquid nitrogen,
figure 4.4 displays the results. This time multiple fibres were embedded
together, out of practical reasons. It can clearly be seen that the fibres break
randomly with a resulting rough cross-section, they also appear to have a
random orientation coming out of the epoxy.
Cutting seems to be the most controllable method, however the razor
blade is too blunt. The next option is then cutting with a microtome. In
order to do this, the fibres has to be embedded in blocks of a supporting
matrix e.g. epoxy resin, one called epon was used. The block dimensions
are 6 × 4 × 10 mm3, 10 mm being the height. The epoxy resin consists of
three components, LX-112, DDSA and NMA, and a catalyst DMP-30. The
data sheets can be found in appendix A.1. In order to embed the fibres in the
desired blocks of epon, the following method was developed based on pre-
vious experiences. First the fibres are mounted slightly above an aluminium
foil in order to be embedded in a thin layer of epon, this is in order to han-
dle the fibres more easily. This first step should only cure for a few hours at
60°C, until it is no longer fluid, but not yet completely hard. Then a suitable
piece is cut out and placed in the mould, which is then filled with epon and
cured for 48 hours at 60°C. The resulting cross-sections can be seen in figure
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(a) Sample 452, overview. (b) Sample 452, closer look at the fibres.
(c) Sample 410 (d) Sample 432
Figure 4.4: SEM images of fibres embedded in epoxy and broken in liquid nitrogen. the
cross sections appear to be quite rough.
4.5. One fibre was also dipped in agar prior to the embedding in epon in
order to see if that would have any effect upon the adhesion between the
epon and the fibres.
In figure 4.5 there are grooves in the surface of the epon. This is a result
of the cutting process, however, they do not seem to affect the wool fibre
structure.
In order to fit epon blocks onto the scanner they should not be higher than
about 7 mm in tapping mode in air, with the fluid cell it has to be less than 4
mm. In order to achieve this, the block has to be shortened, this is done by
sawing off the bottom part with a junior hacksaw. Care has to be taken to
ensure that the top and bottom planes are parallel, some adjustment with a
scalpel might be necessary.
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(a) Sample 432 (b) Sample 405
(c) Sample 452 (d) Sample 410
Figure 4.5: Optical microscopy pictures of cross-sections of fibres embedded in epon. The
stripes are an artifact from the cutting process.
4.2.3 Fluid Cell
When using the AFM with the fluid cell is it necessary to have a relatively
flat surface, preferably hydrophobic. The fibres are located close to the edge
of the epon block, which means that it will be hard to sustain a sufficiently
large drop onto the block. Therefore it is necessary to build up the area
around the block so that the surroundings of the sample have almost the
same height as the sample. This was done by creating a circle of PDMS
with an opening for the epon block. In order to prevent drift is it necessary
to make the opening as small as possible, or make sure the epon block is
securely fastened with something that does not react with water. A way to
achieve this is to put the block into the PDMS before curing, making sure
that the PDMS does not contact the upper surface and then cut out a circle
around the block.
4.3 Experiments
Optical microscopy and AFM have been used to investigate wool fibres and
their reaction to water. The samples have been studied dry, after they have
absorbed a water droplet and submerged in water. The tips used for the
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AFM in air are from the NSC 15-series, with the fluid cell NP-S tips with a
spring constant k=0.06 and 0.32 was used.
4.3.1 External investigations
The outer investigations of the fibre consist of preparing them as described
in section 4.2.1, then studying them in an optical microscope to get familiar
with the main features and thereby a better understanding of what to expect
when using the AFM.
The effect of adding a drop of water onto the fibre was also studied, this
was first done under the optical microscope, before it was attempted with
the AFM. Attempts to study the exterior of the fibres with the fluid cell were
also made.
4.3.2 Cross-section investigations
Also the cross-sections were studied both with the optical microscope and
the AFM. The optical microscope was used to get familiar with the sample
and to get further credibility to some findings done with the AFM.
In addition SEM images were taken after the AFM investigations were
done. This was done in order to compare the results of the AFM with an-
other technique which has roughly the same resolution. Against what was
expected the SEM images were made without any conducting coating. The
images were instead taken with low electron high tension and a short dis-
tance to the detector.
4.3.3 Image analyses
In the program that belongs to the AFM (Nanoscope 5.30r2) there are some
analyzing and image treatment tools. The only treatment the images pre-
sented in this thesis has gone through are to adjust the height of the scan
lines so that they make up a clear image without too much stripes. There is
also a measurement tool, with which distances and angles in the images can
be measured.
Some images have also been exported to MATLAB in order to get more
accurate measurements due to the ability to enlarge the image and a tidier
view of the image. The placement of the cursors are done with an uncer-
tainty ranging from ±0.04 to ±1.1 of the respective unit dependent on the
measurement technique. This will result in a negligible error when com-
pared to other uncertainties such as instrumental error and environmental
influences.
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5.1 External investigations
The structure of the cuticle is clearly visible in the optical microscope. It can
however, be difficult to obtain larger areas in focus at the same time as the
surface of the fibres is curved and does not have a constant diameter. Figure
5.1 displays images of the cuticle structure taken with an optical microscope.
All of the fibres seems to have the same structure, the fibre in figure 5.1(d),
is darker because of the colour, dark blue, which does not influence the
structure of the fibre.
(a) Sample 405 (b) Sample 410
(c) Sample 432 (d) Sample 452, this fibre is dark blue, there
are therefore some shadow effects.
Figure 5.1: Images of the cuticle taken with an optical microscope.
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(a) Sample 405. (b) Sample 410. The edge between two adja-
cent cuticle cells looks rounded.
(c) The center cuticle cell from (b), the surface
of the cuticle cell is quite rough.
(d) Sample 432.
(e) A segment of (c), grooves along the length
of the fibre are evident.
(f) Sample 452. The edge between two adja-
cent cuticle cells looks rounded.
Figure 5.2: Images of the cuticle taken with AFM, all fibres were imaged dry. It can clearly
be seen that the surface is uneven and at times there are distinctive grooves along the
length of the fibre, seen for example in (b), (d) and (e).
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Figure 5.2 displays images of the cuticle surface structure taken with the
AFM. It is possible to image a width of about 10 µm of the fibre before the
curvature becomes too large to image. This means that only the upper seg-
ment of the fibre is displayed in the image. Exactly how much of the fibre
that can be scanned depends on the shape of the tip, see section 2.2.2, shape
of the fibre (they are not entirely circular and not uniform) and where the
tip engaged the fibre, determining relative the z-range. It is therefore impor-
tant to look at clear features on the surface when comparing images from the
same fibre in order to make sure it is exactly the same place, especially if the
fibre has changed somewhat between each scan, for instance it might have
expanded due to moistening.
The surface structure of the cuticle cells is quite rough, at times there are
grooves along the length of the fibre. When compared to my untreated hu-
man hair in figure 3.3, is it clear that the cuticle cells of the wool fibres have
much smoother edges and a much rougher surface. This is probably due to
the nylon coating from the Hercosett-treatment described in section 4.1.
Figure 5.3 displays the effect of wetting a fibre imaged with an optical
microscope. The fibre was imaged dry and just after it had absorbed a water
drop. The wetting resulted in a radial expansion estimated to 9%, and no
significant longitudinal expansion.
(a) Dry fibre (b) Wet fibre
Figure 5.3: Optical microscope image before and after wetting of the fibre. The measure-
ments gives a radial expansion of 9% and no longitudinal expansion.
In figure 5.4 the results of wetting a fibre scanned with the AFM can be
seen. A drop of water was placed on the fibres a small distance away from
the AFM cantilever, the imaging was started as the drop was absorbed by
the fibre. During this first scan the fibre twisted a little, causing the shift
in figure 5.4(b), this also made it hard to compare the images of before and
after the wetting. In the two last pictures it is however possible to make
some comparisons, revealing a radial expansion of 2%. It should be noted
that the last scan was finished 30 min after the wetting, as each scan took 10
min.
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(a) Dry fibre, just before wetting (b) Wet, the fibre twisted during the scan.
(c) After 15 min (d) After 25 min
Figure 5.4: AFM images of sample 432. a) Before placing a drop of water onto the fibre,
b) just after the drop has been absorbed, c) about 15 min later and d) about 25 min later.
Points A and B in figures (a) and (d) show how the fibre twisted.
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5.2 Cross-section investigations
When investigating cross-sections the optical microscope was mainly used
to locate the fibre and to get an idea of its size and shape, as the fine structure
of the fibre can not be seen in the optical microscope. The different samples
are expected to have the same type of substructure.
With the AFM three samples, 432, 405 and 452, have been studied dry.
Sample 432 has been studied moistened by placing a droplet of water onto
the sample and waiting for it to be absorbed before imaging. Sample 405
and 452 have been studied submerged in water with the fluid cell. Sam-
ple 410 was attempted studied with the fluid cell but the elevation of the
epon around the fibre prevented the tip from getting in contact with the fi-
bre. Some of the smaller scale images, the height images in particular, are
somewhat unclear. A better tip might yield more detailed images.
In figures 5.5(a) and 5.6 there is some contamination, the sample is there-
fore cleaned by rinsing it in distilled water and gently removing any excess
water with blotting paper, the sample was left to dry over night. Figure
5.5(b) displays the cross section after cleaning.
(a) Before cleaning. The fibre is at level
with the surrounding epon, and the cuticle
is clearly visible.
(b) Right after cleaning, most of the con-
taminations are gone, the fibre has retracted
somewhat into the epon.
Figure 5.5: AFM images of cross-sections of sample 432, taken before and after cleaning.
5.2.1 Studies of dry fibre cross sections
Figures 5.5 to 5.12 display selected results from the studies of dry fibres. In
figure 5.5 and 5.7 the cross section of the entire fibre is imaged. In figure
5.5(a) the cuticle is clearly visible, and if looked closely some circular sub-
structure may be distinguished, this is, however easier in figure 5.6. The
grooves from the cutting can also be seen there. They do not seem to af-
fect the sub structure which is much smaller, than the distance between the
grooves.
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In figure 5.7 the circular substructure is quite clear. It seems to stand out
more clearly than for the other samples. This is the same sample as in figure
4.5(c), which seems to have been cut somewhat differently than the others.
Figure 5.6: AFM image of cross-section of sample 432, the image was made before clean-
ing while the sample was dry. The cuticle and the substructure can be distinguished, the
slight grooves from the cutting does not influence the substructure.
Figure 5.7: AFM image of cross-section of sample 452, the image was made when the
fibre was dry. The fibre clearly consists of a circular substructure, with a diameter of about
0.5 µm.
The cortex
The fibres show a structure consisting of many irregular almost circular
components, see for example figure 5.8, which when magnified turns out
to consist of a smaller, but similar structure. This can be seen in figure 5.9
and 5.10. This structure fits the concept of having macrofibrils consisting of
microfibrils. The observed macrofibrils have diameters ranging from 200 -
600 nm.
The macrofibrils appear almost blurred in the height images, see figure
5.9(a), while in the phase images, see figure 5.9(b), they have a defined bor-
der which has a lighter colour than the macrofibrils themselves. This bor-
der is likely to be either a thin membrane encapsulating the macrofibrils or
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a tiny gap between each macrofibril. In the phase images, such as figure
5.9(b), the macrofibrils have a distinctive edge which has a lighter colour
than the macrofibrils themselves.
(a) Sample 405. The fibre is at a lower level
than the epon, the small circular substruc-
tures can barely be distinguished.
(b) Sample 405. Phase image of almost the
same area as image (a). The substructure
looks continues, parallel to the grooves from
the cutting.
(c) Sample 405. Substructure of fibre 405. It
looks similar to the other fibres with many
small circular substructures packed together.
(d) Substructure of sample 542. The circular
substructure is clearly visible.
Figure 5.8: AFM images of the substructure of different samples.
In figure 5.9(b) there are also some darker areas which are not uniform
like the other macrofibrils are, a smaller structure is visible. Figure 3.1 in-
dicates that the orthocortex consists of a clearly circular structure, while
the paracortex seems to have a more compact structure, which would be
harder to resolve. This implies that the lighter uniform macrofibrils are
part of the paracortex and the darker ones are part of the orthocortex. This
means, however that the para- and orthocortex are not entirely separated
which would be expected for merino wool, see section 3.1.1, and that the
cell membrane surrounding the para-cells is just as thin as the separation of
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the macrofibrils. This does not seem likely.
(a) After cleaning. Macrofibrils are visible, there are some uneven regions
within the macrofibrils. These might be microfibrils.
(b) Phase image corresponding to figure 5.12. The macrofibrils of the cortex
are clearly visible.
Figure 5.9: AFM images of cross-sections of sample 432, all taken when the sample was
dry. The indicated macrofibril in figure (a) is in the same group of macrofibrils as the one
indicated in (b). They are respectively the upper and the lower of the three similar ones
grouped together.
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(a) Height image (left) and corresponding phase image(right). Macrofibrils are clearly vis-
ible.
(b) Height image (left) and corresponding phase image(right). The phase image reveals the
presence of microfibrils within the macrofibril.
Figure 5.10: AFM height and phase images of the substructure of fibre 452. Macrofibrils
and microfibrils can be distinguished.
Another possibility would be that the darker structures make up the cell
membrane, this could fit for the right part of figure 5.9(b), but also there the
membrane would at some places be very thin. In the other part of the image
there is no continuous line that is long enough to resemble a membrane.
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Figure 5.11: Electronic force mode image of a wool fibre cross section [18]. The ortho-
and para-cortex have been identified, buy there are no visible cell membrane present.
In figure 5.11 the para- and ortho-cortex were identified [18]. The cell
membrane, however, is not visible there either. Figure 5.10(a) has the same
kind of macrofibrils, but only the uniform type.
In figure 5.10(b) the phase image reveals a substructure in the macrofib-
rils, this structure corresponds to microfibrils in a matrix such as sketched
in figure 3.1.
In figure 5.8(b) the substructure looks continuous parallel to the grooves
from the cutting. Also in figure 5.8(c) it can be seen that the macrofibrils lay
closer together in this direction.
The cuticle
It is usually hard to get a good look at the structure of the cuticle, normally it
follows the epon closely like in figure 5.6. It can be hard to determine exactly
where the border between the epon and the cuticle is. In figure 5.12 there is
an anomaly in the cuticle, it looks bent or broken. This results in the cuticle
being separated from the epon, which makes it possible to get a closer look.
This reveals a thin external layer which may either be the nylon coating or
the epicuticle. The epicuticle is normally about 2.5 nm thick [2], whereas
the imaged layer is about 80 nm thick and somewhat uneven. Therefore it
is likely that this layer is the nylon coating.
This anomaly might be due to the slight overlap of the cuticle cells which
is not strictly along a straight line around the fibre but undulates somewhat,
see figure 5.1. If the cross section is made over two different cuticle cells the
result might be like this anomaly.
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Figure 5.12: AFM image of cross-section of sample 405. The image was made after the
sample had been cleaned and dried. The nylon coating is visible due to an anomaly in the
cuticle.
5.2.2 Studies of wet fibre cross sections
In order to moist the fibres embedded in epon a pipette was used to place
a drop over the fibre ends. This drop will then mainly be absorbed by the
fibre, but the epon is also likely to absorb some water. To see what happens
to small holes in the epon when it is exposed to water, a drop of water was
placed over an indentation made with a needle. The result is displayed in
figure 5.13. It looks like if the epon absorbs more water in the indentation
where the surface has been chipped. Where the surface is undamaged it
remains the way it was before wetting, and in the indention it expands. It
may also be noted that in the process of making the indentation, an elevation









Figure 5.13: Images of the epon surface with an indentation before and after wetting. After
wetting the diameter of the highest point has increased, but the insides of the indentation
has swelled towards the centre.
When the fibres were moistened it resulted in an elevation of the epon
around the fibre creating a “crater edge” surrounding the fibre. If this crater
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edge is too high it is not possible to image the fibre with the AFM, as the tip
will not reach down to the fibre. Figure 4.5 displays fibres that never have
been in contact with water, and figure 5.14 displays fibres that have been in
contact with water. In figures 5.14(a) and 5.14(b) the epon is clearly elevated
around the fibre. Figure 5.14(c) displays a fibre a day after it was moistened.
It looks like if the fibre has retracted down into the epon, which is supported
by measurements done with AFM. Figure 5.15 displays a section analysis of
a fibre that has been left to dry over night.
(a) Recently moistened fibre, there is still
some water on the epon.
(b) Moistened fibre.
(c) fibre that has been moistened and dried. (d) Moistened fibre with agar.
Figure 5.14: Optical microscopy images of the effect of moistening embedded fibres. The
thick dark line in (a) is the border between the small epon part, used to simplify handling
the fibre, and the epon block. The same type of line is also present in image (d) where the
fibre is located on this line.
Figure 5.16 displays the cross section of fiber 405, dipped in agar prior to
embedding, submerged in water. There are many dots all over the surface.
These have not been present on any of the other samples. Therefore it is
likely that they are connected to the agar treatment.
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Figure 5.15: Height profile of a fibre that has been moistened and dried over night. The red
line shows that the entire epon block has a constant tilt, the black line indicates the shape of
the “crater edge” close to the fibre, and the green line shows that the fibre is located below
the normal height of the epon block (the red line) and that the fibre is tilted in a different
direction than its surroundings. The data window gives information about the placement of
the cursors.
Figure 5.16: Height (left) and phase (right) image of the cross section of fiber 405, dipped
in agar prior to the embedding, submerged in water. There are many small dots all over the
surface.
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Structure analysis
Some selected images from the studies of moist fibres are presented in fig-
ures 5.17, 5.19, 5.18 and 5.20.
In figure 5.5(b) the fibre has just been cleaned, most of the contaminations
are gone, and the fibre has retracted somewhat into the epon, which has
made it hard to see the cuticle. This is most likely caused by the steep edge
down to the fibre.
(a) Substructure right after a droplet of wa-
ter has been absorbed.
(b) Phase image corresponding to (a). The
macrofibrils are clearly visible, some are
darker than the rest.
(c) Phase image from a scan of the same area
as (a)and (b) when the fibre was dry.
Figure 5.17: AFM images of cross-sections of sample 432. Most images are made after
the sample was moistened, (c) are from dry fibre for comparison.
Figure 5.17(a) displays the height image of the macrofibrils of the re-
cently moistened fibre, figure 5.17(b) the corresponding phase image and
figure 5.17(c) the phase image of the same area from when the fibre was
dry. The wet structure seems bloated. The smaller structures have disap-
peared, but the larger structures are not notably larger. They have, however
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changed their shape, they now have softer edges and thereby get the bloated
look. The smaller not uniform structures are gone, and replaced with dark
macrofibrils that look the same as the lighter ones.
Even though each macrofibril has not changed its size much, there is a
small change in the total size of the fibre, see figure 5.18. The measured
length within the cross section has increased with 4%, this is much less than
the 9% the fibre expanded under the optical microscope. Reasons for this are
that the applied drop was smaller, and that the epon might have prevented
the fibre from fully expanding.
Figure 5.19 and 5.20 display images with a different structure than the
images in figure 5.17. This difference is caused by the wetting technique.
The sample in figure 5.17 has been moistened with a droplet, while the other
two have been completely submerged in water during the imaging.
Figure 5.18: Comparison of dry (left) and moistened (right) fibre of sample 432. The
images are taken right before and right after a droplet was applied. The measured length
are 4% longer for the moistened fibre.
In figure 5.19 and 5.20 the structure of the macrofibrils seems to have been
dissolved. In figure 5.19 there are instead many even smaller circular struc-
tures, diameters less than 70 nm. The phase images display a structure that
resembles the structure inside the macrofibrils in the phase image in figure
5.10(b), i.e. the matrix around the microfibrils. Therefore it is likely that the
structure seen in figure 5.19 is swollen microfibrils.
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(a) The epon can barely be seen up in the
right corner.
(b) The substructure has when submerged
many small circular components with a di-
ameter of < 70 nm. There are some striping.
(c) Height image (left) and phase image (right). The phase image looks
like a porous matrix structure.
(d) Height image (left) and phase image (right). The phase image looks
like a porous matrix structure.
Figure 5.19: AFM images of cross-sections of sample 405. All taken while the fibre was
submerged in water.
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(a) Height image (left) and phase image (right). The substructure comprises some circular
structure and a rectangular mesh. The cuticle can just be seen at the bottom of the image.
(b) Height image (left) and phase image (right).
Figure 5.20: AFM images of cross-sections of sample 452. All taken while the fibre was
submerged in water. The fibre substructure consists of some small circular elements and a
rectangular mesh. The rectangles has a size of about 150 × 350 nm.
In figure 5.20 there are only some circular structures, diameter < 200 nm.
They are larger than those in figure 5.19, but smaller than the macrofibrils
in the dry fibre cross sections, figure 5.9. The rest of the structure makes
up a pattern that looks like rectangles. The rectangles have a size of 150
× 350 nm, which is close to the size of the macrofibrils. The origin of the
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rectangular pattern is not known.
5.2.3 SEM
The results of the SEM imaging are presented in figure 5.21, 5.22 and 5.23.
The SEM images display the same type of substructure as the AFM image
in figure 5.8(b).
(a) Image of the entire fibre cross section.
The double horizontal line crossing the cross
section is probably the result of an artefact on
the knife while cutting.
(b) The continuous substructure from figure
5.8(b) are clearly visible.
Figure 5.21: SEM images of sample 432. It has been moistened with a water droplet once,
a long time before the picture was taken.
(a) Image of the entire cross section, even
with the SEM it is possible to see that the fi-
bre has retracted into the epon.
(b) The continuous substructure is only visi-
ble down in the right corner. There are some
small holes.
Figure 5.22: SEM images of sample 432, this sample has been submerged in waterand
dried.
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(a) Image of the entire cross section. The
fibre looks to be more level with the epon.
There are many stripes from the cutting in
two directions, making it hard to see any
structure.
(b) Some holes and partial bits of the contin-
uous structure are visible.
Figure 5.23: SEM images of sample 405. This sample has never been in contact with
water.
The SEM does not seem to be able to resolve the substructure of the fibre
cross section. When the fibre were broken some structure could be seen, see




Both the exterior and the cross section of the wool fibers have been studied
using the AFM.
When the exterior of the fiber was imaged with the AFM, only a small
part of the fiber was covered. This makes the AFM mainly suited to look at
details on the surface of the exterior of the fiber. In cases where the whole
fiber is of interest an optical microscope or SEM may be just as useful.
For preparing the cross section samples, the microtomography provided
a suitable surface for imaging with AFM, although the grooves from the
cutting should be minimized. The embedding material should preferably
have as little influence on the expansion of the fiber as possible, epon is not
an ideal choice.
It was possible to study the internal structure of the fiber, down to the mi-
crofibrils. The phase images proved helpful when studying smaller struc-
tures. The AFM provided far more details than the SEM. The structure
changed when it was exposed to moisture. Not so much for small amounts
of water, where it only looked bloated, but quite profoundly when sub-
merged in water, then the macrofibrils could no longer be recognized and
the microfibrils had swollen.
6.1 Future work
For future work it would be interesting to study how the internal struc-
ture changes as a function of relative humidity. This could be done with a
container similar to that in [13]. This might also help in understanding the
origin of the structure of the submerged fiber, which also should be stud-
ied further. It would also be interesting to study the effects of the Hercosett-
treatment with respect to the moisture handling properties of the wool fibre.
A better alternative for studying the effect of moistening the exterior of
the wool fibers could be to use an environmental scanning electron micro-
scope (ESEM) such as described in [19].
When studying the cross section with respect to moisture it would be in-
teresting to try different embedding materials, mainly more pliable materi-
als. Embedding the fibers while they are wet could also be considered. Also
different types of tips for the AFM may be tested to see if it is possible to
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t b
ran
nfa
rlig
, F
 = 
Me
ge
t b
ran
nfa
rlig
, N
 = 
Mi
ljø
sk
ad
eli
g.
 3. 
Vi
kti
gs
te 
far
em
om
en
ter
 
Fa
reb
es
kri
ve
lse
HE
LS
E:
Irr
ite
rer
 øy
ne
ne
, lu
ftv
eie
ne
 og
 hu
de
n.
BR
AN
N 
OG
 E
KS
PL
OS
JO
N:
Ikk
e k
las
sif
ise
rt s
om
 br
an
n- 
ell
er 
ek
sp
los
jon
sfa
rlig
.
MI
LJ
Ø:
Ikk
e k
las
sif
ise
rt s
om
 m
iljø
far
lig
.
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 4. 
Fø
rs
teh
jel
ps
tilt
ak
Ge
ne
rel
t
Fly
tt p
as
ien
ten
 ve
kk
 fra
 ek
sp
on
eri
ng
sk
ild
en
 sn
are
st 
mu
lig
. S
ør
g f
or 
ro,
 va
rm
e 
og
 fri
sk
 lu
ft. 
Hv
is 
pa
sie
nte
n e
r b
ev
iss
tlø
s, 
me
n p
us
ter
 se
lv,
 sø
rg 
for
 fri
e 
luf
tve
ier
 og
 le
gg
 i s
tab
ilt 
sid
ele
ie.
 G
i k
un
sti
g å
nd
ed
ret
t v
ed
 ån
de
dre
tts
sta
ns
.
Inn
ån
din
g
Fly
tt s
tra
ks
 de
n e
ks
po
ne
rte
 til
 fri
sk
 lu
ft. 
Ko
nta
kt 
leg
e v
ed
 ve
dv
are
nd
e u
be
ha
g.
Hu
dk
on
tak
t
Sk
yll
 st
rak
s h
ud
en
 gr
un
dig
 m
ed
 m
ye
 va
nn
. F
jer
n t
ils
ølt
e k
læ
r o
g s
ky
ll h
ud
en
 
un
de
r. K
on
tak
t le
ge
 ve
d v
ed
va
ren
de
 ub
eh
ag
.
Øy
ek
on
tak
t
Sk
yll
 st
rak
s ø
ye
t g
run
dig
 m
ed
 m
ye
 va
nn
 m
en
s ø
ye
lok
ke
t lø
fte
s. 
Fo
rts
ett
 å 
sk
yll
e i
 m
ins
t 1
5 m
inu
tte
r. K
on
tak
t le
ge
.
Sv
elg
ing
Gi
 st
rak
s m
ye
 va
nn
 å 
dri
kk
e. 
Fr
em
ka
ll i
kk
e b
rek
nin
ge
r. K
on
tak
t le
ge
 ve
d 
ve
dv
are
nd
e u
be
ha
g.
An
ne
n i
nfo
rm
as
jon
NØ
DT
EL
EF
ON
:
Gi
ftin
for
ma
sjo
ns
se
ntr
ale
n -
 22
 59
 13
 00
.
Me
dis
ins
k n
ød
hje
lp 
- 1
13
.
 5. 
Til
tak
 ve
d b
ra
nn
slu
kk
ing
Pa
ss
en
de
 br
an
ns
luk
nin
gs
mi
dd
el
Ka
rbo
nd
iok
sid
 (C
O2
). P
ulv
er.
Br
an
n- 
og
 ek
sp
los
jon
sfa
rer
Br
en
nb
ar.
 V
ed
 br
an
n k
an
 de
t u
tvi
kle
s f
arl
ige
 da
mp
er/
ga
ss
er.
Pe
rso
nli
g v
ern
eu
tst
yr
Ev
ak
ue
r a
lt p
ers
on
ell
, b
en
ytt
 ve
rne
uts
tyr
 fo
r b
ran
ns
luk
nin
g.
An
ne
n i
nfo
rm
as
jon
Fje
rn 
bra
nn
tru
ed
e b
eh
old
ere
 hv
is 
de
t e
r m
uli
g u
ten
 ris
iko
. F
lam
me
uts
att
e 
be
ho
lde
re 
kjø
les
 m
ed
 va
nn
 in
nti
l b
ran
n e
r s
luk
ke
t.
NØ
DT
EL
EF
ON
:
Br
an
n -
 11
0.
Po
liti
 - 1
12
.
 6. 
Til
tak
 ve
d u
tils
ikt
et 
ut
sli
pp
Sik
ke
rhe
tst
ilta
k f
or 
å b
es
ky
tte
 
pe
rso
ne
ll
Sø
rg 
for
 ef
fek
tiv
 ve
nti
las
jon
. U
nn
gå
 di
rek
tek
on
tak
t m
ed
 pr
od
uk
tet
. U
nn
gå
 
inn
ån
din
g a
v g
as
s/d
am
p. 
Be
ny
tt e
gn
et 
ve
rne
uts
tyr
.
Sik
ke
rhe
tst
ilta
k f
or 
å b
es
ky
tte
 yt
re 
mi
ljø
Fo
rhi
nd
re 
sp
red
nin
g t
il o
mg
ive
lse
ne
.
Me
tod
er 
til 
op
pry
dd
ing
 og
 re
ng
jør
ing
Sp
ill 
sa
ml
es
 op
p m
ed
 et
 in
ak
tiv
t a
bs
orp
sjo
ns
ma
ter
ial
e, 
f.e
ks
. V
erm
ek
uli
tt. 
Op
ps
am
let
 m
ate
ria
le 
lag
res
 på
 te
tte
, m
erk
ed
e b
eh
old
ere
 og
 be
ha
nd
les
 so
m 
an
git
t u
nd
er 
pk
t. 1
3 -
 "F
jer
nin
g a
v k
jem
ika
lie
av
fal
l". 
Re
ng
jør
 fo
rur
en
se
t 
om
råd
e.
Sm
å m
en
gd
er 
ka
n l
øs
es
 i m
ye
 va
nn
 og
 sp
yle
s t
il a
vlø
p.
 7. 
Hå
nd
ter
ing
 og
 la
gr
ing
Hå
nd
ter
ing
Un
ng
å s
øl,
 hu
d- 
og
 øy
ek
on
tak
t. U
nn
gå
 st
erk
 op
pv
arm
ing
.
Op
pb
ev
ari
ng
La
gre
s p
å e
t tø
rt, 
go
dt 
ve
nti
ler
t s
ted
, i 
tet
t lu
kk
et 
be
ho
lde
r. O
pp
be
va
res
 ve
d 
rom
tem
pe
rat
ur.
 8. 
Ek
sp
on
er
ing
sk
on
tro
ll /
 pe
rs
on
lig
 ve
rn
eu
tst
yr
Ek
sp
on
er
ing
sk
on
tro
ll
Be
gre
ns
nin
g a
v e
ks
po
ne
rin
g p
å 
arb
eid
sp
las
se
n
Sø
rg 
for
 ef
fek
tiv
 ve
nti
las
jon
. A
rbe
id 
i a
vtr
ek
ks
sk
ap
. V
as
k h
en
de
r o
g a
ns
ikt
 
gru
nd
ig 
ett
er 
arb
eid
 m
ed
 st
off
et.
 S
kif
t s
tra
ks
 fo
rur
en
se
de
 kl
ær
. Ø
ye
du
sj 
sk
al 
fin
ne
s p
å a
rbe
ids
pla
ss
en
.
Ån
de
dre
tts
ve
rn
Ve
d u
tils
tre
kk
eli
g v
en
tila
sjo
n m
å d
et 
bru
ke
s e
gn
et 
ån
de
dre
tts
ve
rn.
 G
as
sfi
lte
r A
 
(or
ga
nis
ke
 st
off
er,
 br
un
t).
Hå
nd
ve
rn
Be
ny
tt e
gn
ed
e v
ern
eh
an
sk
er 
ve
d f
are
 fo
r h
ud
ko
nta
kt.
 B
ruk
 ha
ns
ke
r a
v: 
Bu
tyl
. 
Ni
tril
.
Øy
ev
ern
Br
uk
 go
dk
jen
te 
ve
rne
bri
lle
r / 
an
sik
tss
kje
rm
 ve
d f
are
 fo
r ø
ye
ko
nta
kt.
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An
ne
t h
ud
ve
rn 
en
n h
ån
dv
ern
Br
uk
 eg
ne
de
 ve
rne
klæ
r v
ed
 fa
re 
for
 di
rek
te 
ko
nta
kt 
me
d p
rod
uk
tet
.
 9. 
Fy
sis
ke
 og
 kj
em
isk
e e
ge
ns
ka
pe
r
Til
sta
nd
sfo
rm
Væ
sk
e.
Lu
kt
Sv
ak
.
Fa
rge
Fa
rge
løs
. L
ys
 gu
l.
Lø
se
lig
he
t i 
va
nn
Le
tt b
lan
db
ar.
Lø
se
lig
he
t i 
fet
t
Ac
eto
n. 
Me
tan
ol.
Re
lat
iv 
tet
the
t
Ve
rd
i: 1
.23
 g/
cm
3
Fla
mm
ep
un
kt
Ve
rd
i: 7
6 °
C
Te
stm
eto
de
: o
.c.
Da
mp
try
kk
Ve
rd
i: 1
 m
m 
Hg
 (2
5 C
)
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. S
tab
ilit
et 
og
 re
ak
tiv
ite
t
Fo
rho
ld 
so
m 
sk
al 
un
ng
ås
St
erk
 op
pv
arm
ing
.
Ma
ter
ial
er 
so
m 
sk
al 
un
ng
ås
St
erk
t o
ks
ide
ren
de
 st
off
er.
 S
ter
ke
 sy
rer
. S
ter
ke
 ba
se
r.
St
ab
ilit
et
St
ab
il v
ed
 no
rm
al 
hå
nd
ter
ing
.
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 O
pp
lys
nin
ge
r o
m 
he
lse
far
e
To
ks
iko
log
isk
 in
fo
rm
as
jon
An
dre
 to
ks
iko
log
isk
e d
ata
Kv
an
tita
tiv
e d
ata
 fo
r to
ks
iko
log
isk
 ef
fek
t e
r ik
ke
 til
gje
ng
eli
g.
Øv
rig
e h
els
efa
re
op
ply
sn
ing
er
Inn
ån
din
g
Ka
n f
orå
rsa
ke
: Ir
rita
sjo
n a
v l
uft
ve
ien
e.
Hu
dk
on
tak
t
Ka
n f
orå
rsa
ke
: H
ud
irri
tas
jon
. V
irk
er 
av
fet
ten
de
 / u
ttø
rke
nd
e p
å h
ud
en
.
Øy
ek
on
tak
t
Ka
n f
orå
rsa
ke
: Ø
ye
irri
tas
jon
.
Sv
elg
ing
Ka
n f
orå
rsa
ke
: In
nv
en
dig
 irr
ita
sjo
n. 
Kv
alm
e. 
Op
pk
as
t. D
iar
e.
Kr
on
isk
e e
ffe
kte
r
An
dre
 he
lse
far
lig
e e
ffe
kte
r e
r ik
ke
 fo
rve
nte
t, m
en
 ka
n i
kk
e u
tel
uk
ke
s.
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. M
iljø
op
ply
sn
ing
er
To
ks
iko
log
isk
 in
fo
rm
as
jon
Ak
va
tis
k k
om
me
nta
rer
Kv
an
tita
tiv
e d
ata
 fo
r a
kv
ati
sk
 to
ks
isi
tet
 er
 ik
ke
 til
gje
ng
eli
g.
Øv
rig
e m
iljø
op
ply
sn
ing
er
Øk
oto
ks
isi
tet
Mi
ljø
sk
ad
eli
ge
 ef
fek
ter
 er
 ik
ke
 fo
rve
nte
t, m
en
 ka
n i
kk
e u
tel
uk
ke
s.
Mo
bil
ite
t
Pr
od
uk
tet
 er
 le
tt o
pp
løs
eli
g i
 va
nn
.
Pe
rsi
ste
ns
 og
 ne
db
ryt
ba
rhe
t
Pr
od
uk
tet
 er
 bi
olo
gis
k l
ett
 ne
db
ryt
ba
rt.
Bio
ak
ku
mu
las
jon
sp
ote
ns
ial
Bio
ak
ku
mu
ler
ing
 er
 ik
ke
 fo
rve
nte
t.
An
dre
 sk
ad
ev
irk
nin
ge
r / 
an
ne
n 
inf
orm
as
jon
Pr
od
uk
tet
 m
å b
eh
an
dle
s m
ed
 va
rso
mh
et 
og
 ut
sli
pp
 til
 m
iljø
et 
un
ng
ås
.
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 Fj
er
nin
g a
v k
jem
ika
lie
av
fal
l
NO
RS
AS
71
51
 - O
rga
nis
k a
vfa
ll m
ed
 ha
log
en
Pr
od
uk
tet
 er
 kl
as
sif
ise
rt s
om
 fa
rlig
 
av
fal
l
Ja
Eg
ne
de
 m
eto
de
r ti
l fj
ern
ing
 av
 
kje
mi
ka
lie
t
Be
ha
nd
les
 so
m 
sp
es
ial
av
fal
l. S
pil
l/re
ste
r le
ve
res
 go
dk
jen
t m
ott
ak
ss
tas
jon
 fo
r 
de
str
uk
sjo
n.
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. O
pp
lys
nin
ge
r o
m 
tra
ns
po
rt
An
dre
 re
lev
an
te 
op
ply
sn
ing
er
Ikk
e t
ran
sp
ort
kla
ss
ifis
ert
.
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pp
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r o
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lov
er
 og
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ift
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Fa
re
sy
mb
ol
 
Sa
mm
en
se
tni
ng
 på
 m
erk
ee
tik
ett
en
Gl
yc
ero
lpo
lym
er 
me
d k
lor
me
tyl
ox
ira
n: 
10
0 %
R-
se
tni
ng
er
R3
6/3
7/3
8 I
rrit
ere
r ø
yn
en
e, 
luf
tve
ien
e o
g h
ud
en
.
S-
se
tni
ng
er
S2
3 U
nn
gå
 in
nå
nd
ing
 av
 ga
ss
/da
mp
.
S2
4/2
5 U
nn
gå
 ko
nta
kt 
me
d h
ud
en
 og
 øy
ne
ne
.
S2
6 F
år 
ma
n s
tof
fet
 i ø
yn
en
e; 
sk
yll
 st
rak
s g
run
dig
 m
ed
 st
ore
 m
en
gd
er 
va
nn
 
og
 ko
nta
kt 
leg
e.
S3
7/3
9 B
ruk
 eg
ne
de
 ve
rne
ha
ns
ke
r o
g v
ern
eb
rill
er/
an
sik
tss
kje
rm
.
Re
fer
an
se
r (
Lo
ve
r/F
ors
kri
fte
r)
Fo
rsk
rift
 om
 he
lse
far
e-,
 m
iljø
far
e-,
 br
an
nfa
re-
 og
 ek
sp
los
jon
sfa
rem
erk
ing
.
Fo
rsk
rift
 om
 st
off
lis
te.
Ad
mi
nis
tra
tiv
e n
orm
er 
for
 fo
rur
en
sn
ing
 i a
rbe
ids
atm
os
fæ
re,
 20
01
.
Fo
rsk
rift
 om
 sp
es
ial
av
fal
l.
Tr
an
sp
ort
 av
 fa
rlig
 go
ds
: A
DR
, R
ID
, IM
DG
, IA
TA
.
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 A
nd
re
 op
ply
sn
ing
er
 av
 be
tyd
nin
g f
or
 he
lse
, m
iljø
 og
 si
kk
er
he
t
Er
sta
tte
r S
ikk
erh
ets
da
tab
lad
 av
14
.05
.20
00
Lis
te 
ov
er 
rel
ev
an
te 
R-
se
tni
ng
er 
(i 
se
ks
jon
 2)
R3
6/3
7/3
8 I
rrit
ere
r ø
yn
en
e, 
luf
tve
ien
e o
g h
ud
en
.
Vik
tig
ste
 ki
lde
r v
ed
 ut
arb
eid
els
en
 av
 
Sik
ke
rhe
tsd
ata
bla
de
t (i
kk
e n
ors
ke
)
Da
tab
lad
 fra
 le
ve
ran
dø
r/p
rod
us
en
t.
Ar
be
ids
mi
ljø
se
nte
ret
s h
an
sk
eg
uid
e.
Ar
be
ids
tils
yn
ets
 br
os
jyr
er 
om
 ve
rne
uts
tyr
.
Hv
a d
u m
å v
ite
 nå
r d
u b
ruk
er 
ån
de
dre
tts
ve
rn 
(O
rie
nte
rin
g, 
be
st.
nr.
 53
9, 
Ar
be
ids
tils
yn
et)
.
Op
ply
sn
ing
er 
so
m 
er 
ny
e, 
sle
tte
t 
ell
er 
rev
ide
rt
RE
VI
SJ
ON
SO
VE
RS
IK
T:
---
---
---
---
---
---
---
---
-
14
.05
.00
 - U
tgi
tt.
04
.05
.05
 - G
en
ere
ll o
pp
da
ter
ing
.
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 S
IK
KE
RH
ET
SD
AT
AB
LA
D
NM
A,
 LA
DD
 21
35
0
 
 1. 
Ide
nt
ifik
as
jon
 av
 st
of
fet
 / p
ro
du
kte
t o
g a
v s
els
ka
pe
t / 
fo
re
tak
et
Ut
git
t d
ato
10
.02
.20
05
Kje
mi
ka
lie
ts 
na
vn
NM
A,
 LA
DD
 21
35
0
Kje
mi
sk
 na
vn
Me
tyl
no
rbo
rne
n-2
,3-
dik
arb
ok
sy
lsy
rea
nh
yd
rid
Sy
no
ny
me
r
Me
thy
lno
rbo
rne
ne
-2,
3-d
ica
rbo
xy
lic
 an
hy
dri
de
; M
ety
lno
rbo
rne
n-2
,3-
dik
arb
ok
sy
lsy
rea
nh
yd
rid
; N
ad
ic 
me
thy
l a
nh
yd
rid
e; 
Me
thy
l n
ad
ic 
an
hy
dri
de
; 1
,2,
3,6
-te
tra
hy
dro
me
thy
l-3
,6-
me
tha
no
ph
tha
lic
 an
hy
dri
de
;
CA
S-
nr.
25
13
4-2
1-8
EC
-nr
.
24
6-6
44
-8
Fo
rm
el
C1
0H
10
O3
Pr
od
uk
tgr
up
pe
Or
ga
nis
k v
æs
ke
.
Kje
mi
ka
lie
ts 
bru
ks
om
råd
e
La
bo
rat
ori
ek
jem
ika
lie
.
Fir
ma
na
vn
Ch
em
i-T
ek
nik
 as
Be
sø
ks
ad
res
se
Tv
ete
nv
eie
n 3
0
Po
sta
dre
ss
e
Tv
ete
nv
eie
n 3
0
Po
stn
r.
06
66
Po
sts
ted
Os
lo
La
nd
No
rge
Te
lef
on
22
65
41
00
Te
lef
ak
s
22
65
77
01
E-
po
st
ch
em
i-te
kn
ik@
ch
em
i-te
kn
ik.
no
Ko
nta
ktp
ers
on
St
en
 K
on
gs
ga
ard
en
 2. 
St
of
fb
lan
din
ge
rs
 sa
mm
en
se
tn
ing
 og
 st
of
fen
es
 kl
as
sif
ise
rin
g
CA
S-
nr.
EC
-nr
.
Ko
mp
on
en
tna
vn
Inn
ho
ld
Me
rki
ng
/kl
as
sif
ise
rin
g
An
m.
25
13
4-2
1-8
24
6-6
44
-8
Me
tyl
no
rbo
rne
n-2
,3-
dik
arb
ok
sy
lsy
rea
nh
yd
rid
> 9
9 %
Xn
; R
22
, R
36
/37
/38
, R
42
Ko
lon
ne
for
kla
rin
g
CA
S-
nr.
 = 
Ch
em
ica
l A
bs
tra
cts
 S
erv
ice
; E
U 
(E
ine
cs
- e
lle
r E
lin
cs
nu
mm
er)
 = 
Eu
rop
ea
n i
nv
en
tor
y o
f E
xis
tin
g C
om
me
rci
al 
Ch
em
ica
l S
ub
sta
nc
es
; 
Ing
red
ien
sn
av
n =
 N
av
n i
flg
. s
tof
flis
te 
(st
off
er 
so
m 
ikk
e s
tår
 i s
tof
flis
ten
 m
å 
ov
ers
ett
es
 hv
is 
mu
lig
). I
nn
ho
ld 
op
pg
itt 
i; %
, %
vk
t/v
kt,
 %
vo
l/v
kt,
 %
vo
l/v
ol,
 
mg
/m
3, 
pp
b, 
pp
m,
 ve
kt%
, v
ol%
FH
/FB
/FM
T+
 = 
Me
ge
t g
ifti
g, 
T =
 G
ifti
g, 
C 
= E
tse
nd
e, 
Xn
 = 
He
lse
sk
ad
eli
g, 
Xi 
= 
Irr
ite
ren
de
, E
 = 
Ek
sp
los
iv,
 O
 = 
Ok
sid
ere
nd
e, 
F+
 = 
Ek
str
em
t b
ran
nfa
rlig
, F
 = 
Me
ge
t b
ran
nfa
rlig
, N
 = 
Mi
ljø
sk
ad
eli
g.
 3. 
Vi
kti
gs
te 
far
em
om
en
ter
 
Fa
reb
es
kri
ve
lse
HE
LS
E:
Fa
rlig
 ve
d s
ve
lgi
ng
.
Irr
ite
rer
 øy
ne
ne
, lu
ftv
eie
ne
 og
 hu
de
n.
Ka
n g
i a
lle
rgi
 ve
d i
nn
ån
din
g.
NM
A,
 LA
DD
 21
35
0
Sid
e 1
 av
 5
De
tte
 S
ikk
erh
ets
da
tab
lad
 er
 ut
arb
eid
et 
i E
CO
 P
ub
lis
he
r (
EC
Oo
nli
ne
)
BR
AN
N 
OG
 E
KS
PL
OS
JO
N:
Br
en
nb
ar.
MI
LJ
Ø:
Ikk
e k
las
sif
ise
rt s
om
 m
iljø
far
lig
.
 4. 
Fø
rs
teh
jel
ps
tilt
ak
Ge
ne
rel
t
Fly
tt p
as
ien
ten
 ve
kk
 fra
 ek
sp
on
eri
ng
sk
ild
en
 sn
are
st 
mu
lig
. S
ør
g f
or 
ro,
 va
rm
e 
og
 fri
sk
 lu
ft. 
Hv
is 
pa
sie
nte
n e
r b
ev
iss
tlø
s, 
me
n p
us
ter
 se
lv,
 sø
rg 
for
 fri
e 
luf
tve
ier
 og
 le
gg
 i s
tab
ilt 
sid
ele
ie.
 G
i k
un
sti
g å
nd
ed
ret
t v
ed
 ån
de
dre
tts
sta
ns
.
Inn
ån
din
g
Fly
tt s
tra
ks
 til
 fri
sk
 lu
ft. 
Ko
nta
kt 
leg
e v
ed
 ve
dv
are
nd
e u
be
ha
g.
Hu
dk
on
tak
t
Sk
yll
 st
rak
s h
ud
en
 gr
un
dig
 m
ed
 m
ye
 va
nn
. F
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